All sessions are 12.30-1.30pm AEDT and open to ANDS. Heather Jenks, Chris Williams, and I are always available too.

Convenor

Thursday 4 July 2017

The outstanding issues that could not be resolved by AMBravo (and could not be taken forward to the next site) are:

1. The pile of letters which was said to go to AMBravo. Please send these to AMBravo.
2. The unresolved issues from the previous site which were not discussed at the first meeting for 2017.
3. The list of future events for the upcoming year. The list has been updated and is now available online for public viewing.

We also discussed the next steps for the project.

Steve McEachern
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Alissa Centivan's article is of interest. As Current cites says "Centivany's "Culture of the mind" proposal, a "Vision 2020" exercise to present a series of three webinars on the social sciences, was launched in 2015. The first of these was "The future of libraries," which explored how libraries can adapt to the changing landscape of information and knowledge. The second webinar was "Open access" and the third was "The future of scholarly communication.""
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